We present an efficient method for volume rendering. This method uses a special light source -slit-light source to illuminate the volume and simulates the interactions of light with objects, such as light absorption, scattering and reflection.
INTRODUCTION
Volume visualization [l, 2, 3, 41 provides direct approaches to display 3-D information in 3-D digital scenes, or volumes. Two main categories of techniques are commonly used in volume visualization: surface rendering and volume rendering [l, 2, 3, 41.
Surface rendering is used for visualizing the shapes of 3D objects and the spatial relationships among these objects. In this method, the surfaces of objects are first defined and modelled by polygons or other geometric primitives through segmentation or surface detection. These geometrical primitives are then rendered using the conventional computer graphics techniques for geometrical objects. This method tends to lose valuable information about objects when applied to many natural objects, such as trees and human tissues, which are not easily modelled by simple geometric primitives.
In contrast to surface rendering, volume rendering transforms the density information of a volume to the gray or color intensity in the 2-D viewing srlace directly without detecting, formatting or modelling object surfaces. It avoids the difficult segmentation process and the possible artifacts that can be introduced by the segmentation process. It provides a better mechanism for displaying weak or fuzzy surfaces and internal structures.
In this paper, we will discuss some 0:' the major issues with the volume rendering techniquc first. This is followed by a brief review of the previous work in this area. Then we will present our new method for volume rendering which is aimed at solving some of the major problems that have been discussed. Finally we describe some experimental results of applying our method to several sets of MRI and CT slices of human heads, which show the effectiveness of our method.
PROBLEMS OF VOLUME RENDERING
In general, A volume rendering system [2, 3, 41 can be divided into three components, i.e. , preprocessing, illumination modeling and a ray tracing algorithm. Preprecessing converts the original density into device and application independent values, such as tht 8 absorption coefficiency, color and opacity. Illuminati m modeling defines the geometry of the model and interactions between the light and objects. Ray tracin: algorithm traces rays into the volume and calculates ,heir contributions to the viewing image according to the defined model.
There are three main problems in volume rendering: huge data volume, intensive computation, *md requirement of high display quality Previous efforts to deal with these problems, especially the first two, include the use of simple illumination models with parallel light sources, i,he incorporation of optimization strategies into ray tracing al- [l, 
61.
Recently, parallelization of classical volume rendering algorithms and their implementation on general purpose SIMD and MIMD machines, and on distributed systems or networked computer systems show some prospect of performance improvements [7] . However, such improvements depend heavyly on the amount of parallelism inherent in the original rendering algorithms. Unfortunately, the parallelization was not a major consideration when those classical volume rendering methods were first proposed.
As to the requirement of high display quality, it is often desired, in many applications, that the image should provide details of objects with high reality, e.g., shadow, shading and depth cue. In surface rendering, objects are well defined and modelled. Highly qualitative display can be normally obtained. In volume rendering, however, objects are implied in the volume data set. There is no underlying mathematical models that can be used to describe them. Consequently, the quality of display mainly relies on the illumination model used for rendering.
A number of illumination models were proposed in the past [8] . Most of them are solid object surface based illumination models. They do not consider the emission and absorption of light, which are very important to visualize volume data set.
In 1986, Kijiya Blinn's model requires that objects consist of homogeneous material. It used one parallel light source and assumed the low albedo case. In Drebin's and Levoy's ray casting model, there were no emission and absorption components, hence no real shadow. In Heidelberg model, although the emission and absorption of light were simulated for shadow and shading, the display lacked of perspective effect and depth cues because of using parallel light and also extra-computation was needed for the second light source.
In this paper, we have developed an efficient method of volume rendering based on the Heidelberg ray tracing model but using one slit-light source. It incorporates provisions for parallelization and it minimizes the data swap between the main memory and disks. The algorithm is flexible enough to be implemented on micro-computers, general workstations, parallel machines, and networked computers. Following sections describe our methods in details.
RAY TRACING MODEL
We assume that the original volume is already is0,tropic. Otherwise, interpolation may be applied to con'sert the data set into an isotropic one. Figure 1 gives an outline of the processes involved in our ray tracing model. It consists of a preprocessing component, a con;ponent for modeling illumination, and a ray tracing algorithm associated with the illumination model.
Preprocessing
Before rendering is taking place, the volume data values must be converted into a predefined uniform format. This is done in the preprocessing comJonent. Of special consideration here is the transformiltion of modality-dependent values into the standard onvs. This is accomplished by a linear transformation of voxel density into the range between 0 and 1.
Other preprocessing, like adjustment or enhancement of the density values of certain image legions, selection of interesting objects, could also be carried out in this component.
Illumination Model
It is composed of two parts. One is its geometry, which defines the type of light source, the geometric rcdationships among the light source, the volume, and the observer. The other is the interactions between the light and objects in volumes.
For the former, we use the slit-light source located vertical to the slice plane, as shown in Figure 2 . The rendering of each slice is projected to one row on the display image. This setting brings us a number of benefits. With this model, it is obvious that the volume data can be loaded and rendered slice by slicrs. The model also implies the rendering process can 1)e parallelized by data space subdivision (DSS) or bi image space subdivision (ISS).
For the latter, Kajiya [9] provided a global c escription of the interactions between light and objects. His rendering equation states that the transport in tensity of light from one surface point to another is simply the sum of the emitted light and the total light intensity which is scattered towards the second point from all other surface points. In his equation, each Jurface point is thought as a new light source, the reflection and refraction of light are represented by a "geometry" term.
As there is no analytical or mathematical solution to the equation, it must be simplified before it can be implemented on computers. In our model, several simplifying assumptions have been made as did in [4] . One important assumption is that the various interactions of the light with objects are independent of each other. Other simplifications include the assumption of low albedo case, the omitting of the reflected and scattered portions in calculating the absorption, and the assumption that there is no refraction existed when light passing through the surfaces of different objects. Thus, our model simulates the following interactions, as shown in Figure 3. e Absorption of light: when light passing through a voxel, it will be attenuated by a certain percentage. The percentage is defined as a function of the voxel's density, as shown in Figure 3 Absorption of light in our model produces real shadows on the final display.
e Scattering: when light hits a voxel, a portion of it will be scattered towards the observer. We assume that the light is scattered uniformly in all directions and the intensity of the scattered light is proportional to the intensity of the incident light at the voxel and to the function of the voxel density d, i.e., e Reflection: analogous to scattering, when light hits a voxel which is just on an object surface, some of it will be reflected to the observer. In contrast to scattering, the intensity of the reflected light depends on the position of the observer, or the viewing direction. This interaction give us a real shading on the display.
Phong shading is used to model tht reflection of the light. Just as scattering, the portion of the light reflected to the observer is pr Iportional to the incident light.
where I p e j is the reflected intensity, I, is the ambient intensity, I d i j is the diffusely reflected intensity, Ispe is the specularly reflec ,ed intensity, and Iin is incident intensity. ii is the normalized vector of the object's :urface, L is the direction of the incident light, V is the view ng direction, p is the exponent that varies with the glossiness of the surface.
To avoid an extra description or iegmentation of the volume, we estimate the ob*ect's surface normal based on the intensities of neighbouring voxels, i.e., the intensity gradient i:, used as the normal of the surface at a given point [ll] .
Ray Tracing Algorithm
The ray tracing algorithm specifies the way of calculating the light reflected, scattered or emittisd from each voxel to the observer. It could be designe i either from the ray-tracing's point of view (i.e., in the image space), or from the voxel-traversal's point of view (i.e., in the object space). In the former, each ray's Fath from the light source to the volume and then to tl e observer is considered as a basic element of the algoiithm. In the latter, light interactions at each voxel be1:ome the basic element of the algorithm. Our algori1;hm is based on the latter using a FTB (Front To Back) traversal method mostly (as shown in Figure 3 (a) I . Each voxel is traversed in the algorithm only once. Because of our specific illumination gr!ometry, raytracing process for each slice is identical. The result of the ray-tracing for each slice correspondr to a row in the displayed image. The aggregate of tlie results for all slices forms a view of the volume.
In general, all rays into the volume ale traced row by row in FTB. For each row, the inteiisity of each incident ray, and the contribution of the ray to the final image row are recorded. In order to avoid unnecessary repeated computation of the intensity of each incident ray and the attenuation of the scattered and reflected light in each row, two array data structures are used to store the intermediate results of the computation: AESORPPATHl[i] (where i means the ith ray into the volume) keeps the absorption of the incident light up to the current ray-tracing row, and ABSORPPATHSE] (where j means the j t h pixel on the image row) keeps the reflected and scattered light up to the current ray-tracing row.
According to the observation that once a ray has gone into the volume for a sufficient distance, it is attenuated quickly and its further contribution to the final image can be ignored, an adaptive termination of ray-tracing could be introduced into the above algorithm. Also obviously, the use of look-up tables will speed up the computation.
IMPLEMENTATION AND DISCUSSION

Implementation
We have implemented the rendering method using C++ and XView on Sun workstations. The rendering results on both X-ray CT and MRI slices have proven our initial expectation on the model. 
Discussion
With an aim to tackling some of the major problems currently existed in volume rendering, we proposed a new illumination model for volume rendering. In comparison with previous methods, the new method has several advantages. It is more flexible -the model can be easily implemented on various computer systems. It is very efficient -no data swapping is needed, voxel traversal was minimized to only once for each voxel, and adaptive termination of ray-tracing can be easily incorporated. It is also of higher reality -as our preliminary results show, the method produces real shadows and shadings. Finally, the method can be implemented on parallel computer systems to maximally take advantage of the multiple processors available -the algorithm can be easily parallelized either by the Data Space Subdivision or by the Image Space Subdivision method.
The main disadvantage of our model is the limitation of the viewing directions. We limit the viewing directions to those perpendicular to Z-axis (as shown in Figure 2) . Views from other directions may be obtained by rotating the volume first and applying our method to the rotated volume. 
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